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Entac Worklight COB 180° Rechargeable

Product code: EWL-180-COB-R

Date of issue: 2024-04-19ID: AB-190518

Company name: Bramcke Hungary Kft.

Company address: Kishatár utca 17., 4031 Debrecen  Page: 1/1

SPECIFICATIONS

EAN code: 5999097979847

Warranty: 1year(s)

Built-in battery: Yes

Color: Black

Material: Plastic

Packaging: 1/b 100/c 2400/p

Certifications: CE

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Wattage: 3W

Power source: Li-ion 1800mAh

Max. beam distance: 50m

Working time: 8hour(s)

Rechargeable: Yes

IP standard: IP65

Head tilt: 180°

Functions:

Description:

BOX PICTURE

Entac 180 ° rechargeable work lights represent the perfect choice for convenient repair work. During repair and

assembly there are always hard-to-see places when the main light source of the room is just not sufficient as it

cannot illuminate the needed areas, let it be indoors or outdoors. That’s the right kind of work for the Entac

multifunctional work lights. Our 180 ° rechargeable work lights are also equipped with a hanger and a magnet that

help you place your lights where they are needed the most, ensuring proper lighting for the area of your choice. Due

to IP65 protection this product is truly durable and can also be used in wet conditions. The product has 1 COB light



source with a 3W power output and 120 lumen brightness, and on top of the fold-out head it features a white 1W

LED ensuring multifunctional lighting options, providing a visual range of up to 50 meters. Thanks to the head that

may be rotated 180 ° upwards, we can direct the light to where it is needed the most. It can be recharged with a

USB charger included in the package. Charging time for the built-in 1800mAh battery: 5 hours. Its operating time is a

maximum of 8 hours.

The Entac Work light category includes numerous other products. Learn more about these on the following link.

 


